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Welcome to the Advanced Flowplayer Provider

If you're using Flowplayer®, but you want to access your content via the security and accessibility unique to
the Akamai network, then the Akamai Advanced Flowplayer Provider is just what you need.

This is a "plug-in" for use with Flowplayer that gives you access to the Akamai edge and it lets you use a
host of other Akamai technologies, including but not limited to the following:

• Akamai Secure Streaming

• Akamai RTMP Live and Video on Demand (VOD) Streaming

• Akamai Player Verification

Intended audience
This guide is intended for use by developers familiar with the Flowplayer application who wish to use it to
access content via Akamai network (that is this document assumes that you are well-versed in the use of
Flowplayer, as no instructions on its use are offered here).

As a developer you will be right at home. This component does not change how you would traditionally use
and configure a player using Flowplayer. You can still use all of your favorite skins, add-ons, and
configurations. Best of all, this component is lightweight and easy to use.

What's supported
Here, you'll find lists of what is supported for use with the AFP media types, features and feed types.

Supported feed types

• RSS

• SMIL

Supported media formats

• Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS)

• Akamai HD Network Live Streaming (HDN 1.0/HD Flash 1.0)

• Akamai HD Network VOD Streaming (HDN 1.0/HD Flash 1.0)

• Akamai RTMP MBR with SMIL

• Akamai RTMP Live Streaming

• Akamai RTMP VOD Streaming

• Akamai Progressive Download
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Supported features

• Akamai EdgeAuth Token 1.0 

• Akamai Metadata

• Akamai Player Verification ver. 1.0 1

• Akamai SecureHD Token Authorization 2.0 

• Akamai SecureHD Player Verification 2.0 2

• Akamai SecureHD Media Encryption 2

Available JavaScript API
Version 2.9 (and later) of the AFP offer a JavaScript-based API for use in configuring a Flowplayer player.

Supported Flash Player version
The AFP is now built against the following:

• Flash Player 11.1

• Adobe Flex SDK 4.6.0, and

• .swf packaging ver. 14

We recommend that the base Flash Player version for players be set to at least version 11.1 for full
compatibility.

1 Only supported for use with HDN 1.0 (HD Flash 1.0) format media
2 Only supported for use with HDS (Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming format media)
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Basic usage

To incorporate the Advanced Flowplayer Provider (AFP) into a Flowplayer format player, you need to include
specific syntax and metadata values as a Flash plugin directly in the player code, via the plugins: object
that you include in a Flowplayer build. To accomplish this, simply include an instance of this object as
follows:

plugins:
{
akamai:
{
url: 'AkamaiFlowPlugin.swf',
<additional metadata settings>,
}
}

The variable revealed as <additional metadata settings> pertains to various required and optional
metadata values used to configure this component. Additionally, all configuration tags, plugins, and skins
available for use with the Flowplayer application work as designed.

Note: This document and the component it covers are compatible with Flowplayer
version 3.2.16 (and later). While it may function with earlier versions of Flowplayer,
they are not supported for use. Issues that may arise due to use of other versions of
Flowplayer can't be addressed by Akamai Technical Support.

Availability of “logging” and “no-logging” versions of the SWF
With version 3.9 (and later) of this plugin, you have the ability to integrate a version of the provider either
with or without logging at the provider and library level. Both these .swf files are present in the release file
(ZIP) available for download from the product page (http://players.edgesuite.net/flash/landing/flow/current/).
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Incorporate metadata support

All Flowplayer-specific tags are supported for use in generating a player when implementing the Advanced
Flowplayer Provider (AFP). However, with AFP, various Akamai-specific metadata objects/pairs must be
used in the context of the plugins: tag. The sections that follow, describe this metadata, based on your
selected media delivery format.

Important: While several tags are available for use with this component, only those
tags called out in each section’s table are supported for use with that delivery
configuration.

RTMP
You need to incorporate specific objects and pairs if utilizing RTMP.

Metadata Description Data
Format

akamaiMediaAnalytics This allows for integration with the Sola Analytics
application.

This tag offers three name value pairs:

• beacon (Required) - Include this pair and set
its value to the URL to the analytic beacon set
up for your specific Media Analytics
configuration.

• swf (Optional) - This option field allows you to
load a different version of the analytics swf.
This will be set to the latest version by default
(and only needs to be changed in order to set
an earlier version, if applicable).

• data (Optional) - This is an array of custom
data that you can set on the analytics plugin.
Please reference the
AnalyticsPluginLoader.setData
method in the Sola Analytics Plug-in
Integration Guide for Adobe Flash Players -
OSMF for more information.

Object

akamaiMediaData Use this tag to add a data object to the resource as
metadata

Object

akamaiMediaType Use this tag to specify the media type as resource
metadata. The argument should be one of the
following values:

Text
String
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Metadata Description Data
Format

• akamai-live-streaming

• akamai-ondemand-streaming

• akamai-progressive

• akamai-multi-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-single-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-adobe-http

• ignore

• unknown

connectAuthParams The name-value pairs required for invoking
connection authorization services on the Akamai
network. Typically these include the auth, aifp and
slist parameters. An example of a valid string
would be as follows:

auth=dxaEaxdNbCdQceb3aLd5a34hjkl3mabb
ydbbx-bfPxsv-b4toa-nmtE

&aifp=babufp&slist=secure/babutest

Name
Value
Pair

connectAttemptInterval Use this key to specify the RTMP connection interval
that the NetConnectionFactory will use for
consecutive NetConnection attempts when trying
to connect to an FMS server (in milliseconds). Default
is 200 ms.

Numeric

genericNetStream Property This key is used to set a property on a NetStream.
The property will be applied just after creating the
NetStream, but before the play() method is called.
It will fail silently if the property does not exist on the
NetStream. Success or failure of this metadata key
will appear in the debug log. The value for this
metadata key should be an object with the following
properties:

Object

3 This key is currently undocumented. Use at your own risk.
4 Only supported for use with “Video On Demand (VOD)” format media content.
5 The nature of these tags dictates that either one or the other be used (that is use

“genericNetStreamProperty” when you only need to define a single property, and
“genericNetStreamProperties” to define multiple properties).

6 Available public properties for use with these tags can be found in the Akamai HDCore ASDocs
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Metadata Description Data
Format

• propertyName:<String>- Define the
desired property for the NetStream instance
as the <String>.

• value:<true/false> - Included to enable/
disable the propertyName object. Set the
argument to either True or False.

genericNetStream
Properties 3, 4

Functions the same as the
genericNetStreamProperty tag that is described
above, except that it can be used to set multiple
properties. Include this tag, along with an array
consisting of the desired properties, using the format
shown below:

[{propertyName:’SOME PUBLIC
PROPERTY’, value:VALUE}, 
{propertyName: ‘SOME PUBLIC 
PROPERTY’, value:VALUE}, {etc.}]

Arrays
(using
the
format
shown in
Descripti
on)

liveTimeout The live stream time out in seconds. If the live stream
does not start playing within this time, a stream not
found error is dispatched. This value overrides the
default in AkamaiNetStream.

Boolean

mbrStartingBitrate Use this key to specify the starting bitrate value for
multi-bitrate content, in kilobits per second. This tag
can't be used at the same time as the
mbrStartingIndex tag (that is you must use either
one or the other).

Numeric

mbrStartingIndex Use this key to specify the starting index for multi-
bitrate content. This tag can't be used at the same
time as the mbrStartingBitrate tag (that is you
must use either one or the other).

Numeric

retryInterval 5 The live stream retry interval, in seconds. This value
overrides the default setting in AkamaiNetStream.

Numeric

retryLive 5 For live streams, if the primary and secondary
encoders stop (crash), the plugin will attempt to
restart the stream every retry interval. This value
overrides the default in AkamaiNetStream.

Boolean

streamAuthParams 5 The name-value pairs required to invoke stream-level
authorization services against streams on the Akamai
network. Typically, these include the "auth", "aifp" and

Name
Value
Pair

7 Only supported for use with “Live” format media content.
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Metadata Description Data
Format

"slist" parameters. An example of a valid string would
be as follows:

auth=dxaEaxdNbCdQceb3aLd5a34hjkl3mabb
ydbbx-bfPxsv-b4toa-
nmtE&aifp=babufp&slist=secure/
babutest

subClip Use this tag to limit playback of a clip to a certain time
range within the clip. You can also limit just one side
of the clip by just setting the clipBegin or clipEnd
parameter and leaving the other parameter in the
object empty.

• clipBegin - Include this parameter followed
by a numeric value to indicate the start point
for playback (in seconds).

• clipEnd - Include this parameter followed by
a numeric value to serve as the end point for
playback. The value input here serves as the
point from the actual start of the media item,
not its start time defined as the clipBegin
value. For example, if 20 was set as the
clipBegin and 100 was set as the
clipEnd, the media item would begin playing
at the 20 second point, and play through until
the 100 second point (for a grand total of 80
seconds).

Object

RTMP code examples
The code examples here reflect what could be added to the player code to incorporate the Advanced
Flowplayer Provider to deliver RTMP content.

Defining a single property (via “genericNetStreamProperty”)

plugins:
{
    akamai:
    {
        url:'AkamaiFlowPlugin.swf' ,
        akamaiMediaAnalytics: { 
            beacon: 'http://ma1-r.analytics.edgesuite.net/config/
YOUR_URL.xml',
            swf: 'http://79423.analytics.edgesuite.net/csma/plugin/csma.swf'
            data: [{key:"abc", value:"123"}, {key:"foo", value:"bar"},
            {key:"hello", value:"world"}]   
        } ,  
        retryLive:true , (“Live” format media, only)
        retryInterval:5 , (“Live” format media, only)
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        liveTimeout:5 , (“Live” format media, only)
        connectAuthParams:'auth=connetionToken' , (“VOD” format, only)
        connectAttemptInterval:'300' ,
        akamaiMediaData: '<Data object added to the resource as metadata>' ,
        akamaiMediaType:'akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate' ,
        genericNetStreamProperty:
        {
            propertyName:'enableAlternateServerMapping' ,
            value:true
        }
        mbrStartingBitrate:3500000 , --OR-- mbrStartingIndex:2 ,
        subClip:{clipBegin:45, clipEnd:305} ,
    }
}

Defining multiple properties (via "genericNetStreamProperties")

plugins:
{
    akamai:
    {
        url:'AkamaiFlowPlugin.swf' ,
        akamaiMediaAnalytics: {
        beacon: 'http://ma1-r.analytics.edgesuite.net/config/YOUR_URL.xml',
        swf: 'http://79423.analytics.edgesuite.net/csma/plugin/csma.swf'
        data: [{key:"abc", value:"123"}, {key:"foo", value:"bar"},
        {key:"hello", value:"world"}]
        } ,
        retryLive:true , (“Live” format media, only)
        retryInterval:5 , (“Live” format media, only)
        liveTimeout:5 , (“Live” format media, only)
        connectAuthParams:'auth=connetionToken' , (“VOD” format media, only)
        streamAuthParams:'auth=livestreamToken' , (“Live” format media, only)
        connectAttemptInterval:'300' ,
        akamaiMediaData: '<Data object added to the resource as metadata>' ,
        akamaiMediaType:'akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate' ,
        genericNetStreamProperties:
        [{propertyName:'<property name>' , value:<property value>},
        {propertyName:‘<property name>’ , value:<property value>}],
        mbrStartingBitrate:3500000 , --OR-- mbrStartingIndex:2 ,
    }
}

HDN 1.0
You need to incorporate various tags to develop a player that distributes HDN 1.0 (HD Flash 1.0) format
media.

Metadata Description Data Format
akamaiMedia
Analytics

This allows for integration with the Sola Analytics
application.

This tag offers three name value pairs:

Object
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Metadata Description Data Format

• beacon (Required) - Include this pair and set its
value to the URL to the analytic beacon set up
for your specific Media Analytics configuration.

• swf (Optional) - This is an option field that
allows you to load a different version of the
analytics swf. This will be set to the latest
version by default (and only needs to be
changed in order to set an earlier version, if
applicable).

• data (Optional) - This is an array of custom data
that you can set on the analytics plugin. Please
reference the
AnalyticsPluginLoader.setData method
in the Sola Analytics Plug-in Integration Guide
for Adobe Flash Players - OSMF for more
information.

akamaiMediaData Use this tag to add a data object to the resource as
metadata

Object

akamaiMediaType Use this tag to specify the media type as resource
metadata. The argument should be one of the following
values:

• akamai-live-streaming

• akamai-ondemand-streaming

• akamai-progressive

• akamai-progressive

• akamai-multi-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-single-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-adobe-http

• ignore

• unknown

Text String

enableAlternate
ServerMapping

This key enables/disables alternate server mapping for
HDN 1.0 or HDS content. Applicable arguments for this
tag include:

• True (enabled)

Boolean
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Metadata Description Data Format

• False (disabled)

enableEndUser
Mapping

This key enables/disables end user mapping for HDN
1.0 or HDS content. Applicable arguments for this tag
include:

• True (enabled)

• False (disabled)

Boolean

forceNoSubclip If enabled, the HDNetStream class will not create a sub-
clip despite the values it receives from the
StreamingURLResource class. The result will be a
stream that starts from the clipStartTime supplied to
the StreamingURLResource, but the entire stream
will be seekable.

Boolean

genericNetStream
Property , 

This key is used to set a property on a NetStream. The
property will be applied just after creating the
NetStream, but before the play() method is called. It
will fail silently if the property does not exist on the
NetStream. Success or failure of this metadata key will
appear in the debug log. The value for this metadata
key should be an object with the following properties:

• propertyName:<String>- Define the desired
property for the NetStream instance as the
<String>.

• value:<true/false> - Included to enable/
disable the propertyName object. Set the
argument to either True or False.

Object

genericNetStream
Properties 1, 2

Functions the same as the “genericNetStreamProperty”
tag that is described above, except that it can be used
to set multiple properties. Include this tag, along with an
array consisting of the desired properties, using the
format shown below:

[{propertyName:’SOME PUBLIC
PROPERTY’, value:VALUE}, 
{propertyName: ‘SOME PUBLIC PROPERTY’, 
value:VALUE}, {etc.}]

Arrays (using
the format
shown in
Description)

8 The nature of these tags dictates that either one or the other be used (that is use
“genericNetStreamProperty” when you only need to define a single property, and
“genericNetStreamProperties” to define multiple properties).

9 Available public properties for use with these tags can be found in the Akamai HDCore ASDocs.
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Metadata Description Data Format
mbrObject This tag allows you to configure an MBR profile using a

JavaScript object rather than the need to incorporate a
SMIL file. Requires that the baseURL object appear in
the player code as follows:

baseUrl:"http://

efvod-hdnetwork.akamai.

com.edgesuite.net/"

Additionally, you can use either the
mbrStartingBitrate or mbrStartingIndex tags
to set a certain index of the MBR Profile as the default
starting media resource.

Object

mbrStartingBitrate Use this key to specify the starting bitrate value for
multi-bitrate content, in kilobits per second. This tag
can't be used at the same time as the
mbrStartingIndex tag (that is you must use either
one or the other).

Numeric

mbrStartingIndex Use this key to specify the starting index for multi-bitrate
content. This tag can't be used at the same time as the
mbrStartingBitrate tag (that is you must use either
one or the other).

Numeric

primaryToken Denotes the primary token for the plugin to perform
EdgeAuthentication against the Akamai network. This is
required for Akamai HDN content, only. An example
would be as follows:

1292464883_69effa3e0470b

06f110eef62fbe6c5a9

Name Value
Pair

startingBufferTime Setting this value will establish a buffer that will apply to
the start up time of the stream. Acceptable values range
from “.75” seconds, to a maximum value of 10 seconds.
If set outside this range, the buffer will automatically
default to the noted low or high-end value.

Default = .75 (including this tag with no argument will
apply a default of “.75” seconds).

Numeric (Whole
number and
decimal values
limited to two
decimal places
##.##)

subClip Use this tag to limit playback of a clip to a certain time
range within the clip. You can also limit just one side of
the clip by just setting the clipBegin or clipEnd
parameter and leaving the other parameter in the object
empty.

Object
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Metadata Description Data Format

• clipBegin - Include this parameter followed by
a numeric value to indicate the start point for
playback (in seconds).

• clipEnd - Include this parameter followed by a
numeric value to serve as the end point for
playback. The value input here serves as the
point from the actual start of the media item, not
its start time defined as the clipBegin value.
For example, if 20 was set as the clipBegin
and 100 was set as the clipEnd, the media
item would begin playing at 20 seconds, and
play through until the 100 second point (for a
grand total of 80 seconds).

tokenService Used to call out the URL to a unique token generator
script to have the player generate a token as needed
within the plugin. The URL must be input in the
following format:

http://domain.com/stoken?url=<URL to 
token generator script>

URL

useMBRStartup
BandwidthCheck

If enabled, the NetStream class will make a bandwidth
estimate before playback starts, allowing it to select an
appropriate starting index for MBR content. The longer
the estimation period, the more accurate the result, but
the greater the start delay. Set to {duration:#},
where “#” represents the estimation period, in seconds.
To disable, leave this tag out of the configuration (or
include it and set {duration:0} as the argument.

Object

HDN 1.0 code example
This code reflects an example of what could be added to the player code to incorporate the AFP, to deliver
HDN 1.0 format media.

Defining a Single Property (via “genericNetStreamProperty”)

clip:
{
baseUrl:"http://efvod-hdnetwork.akamai.com.edgesuite.net/"
}
plugins:
{
akamai:
{
url:'AkamaiFlowPlugin.swf' ,
akamaiMediaAnalytics: {
beacon: 'http://ma1-r.analytics.edgesuite.net/config/YOUR_URL.xml',
swf: 'http://79423.analytics.edgesuite.net/csma/plugin/csma.swf'
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data: [{key:"abc", value:"123"}, {key:"foo", value:"bar"},
{key:"hello", value:"world"}]
} ,
akamaiMediaData: '<Data object added to the resource as metadata>' ,
akamaiMediaType:'akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate' ,
enableAlternateServerMapping:‘false’ ,
enableBestEffortDownload” ‘true’ ,
enableEndUserMapping:'true' ,
forceNoSubclip:'Yes' ,
genericNetStreamProperty:
{
propertyName:'enableAlternateServerMapping' ,
value:true
}
mbrObject:
[
{src:"nelly2_h264_300@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"300"},
{src:"nelly2_h264_700@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"700"},
{src:"nelly2_h264_1500@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"1500"},
{src:"nelly2_h264_2500@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"2500"},
{src:"nelly2_h264_3500@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"3500"}
],
mbrStartingBitrate:3500000 , --OR-- mbrStartingIndex:2 ,
primaryToken:'<Token>' ,
startingBufferTime:'2.25' ,
subClip:{clipBegin:45, clipEnd:305} ,
}
}

Defining Multiple Properties (via “genericNetStreamProperties”)

clip:
{
baseUrl:"http://efvod-hdnetwork.akamai.com.edgesuite.net/"
}
plugins:
{
akamai:
{
url:'AkamaiFlowPlugin.swf' ,
akamaiMediaAnalytics: {
beacon: 'http://ma1-r.analytics.edgesuite.net/config/YOUR_URL.xml',
swf: 'http://79423.analytics.edgesuite.net/csma/plugin/csma.swf'
data: [{key:"abc", value:"123"}, {key:"foo", value:"bar"},
{key:"hello", value:"world"}]
} ,
akamaiMediaData: '<Data object added to the resource as metadata>' ,
akamaiMediaType:'akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate' ,
enableAlternateServerMapping:‘false’ ,
enableEndUserMapping:'true' ,
forceNoSubclip:'Yes' ,
genericNetStreamProperties:
[{propertyName:'<property name>' , value:<property value>} ,
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{propertyName:‘<property name>’ , value:<property value>}] ,
mbrObject:
[
{src:"nelly2_h264_300@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"300"},
{src:"nelly2_h264_700@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"700"},
{src:"nelly2_h264_2500@14411",  width:640, height:360,
bitrate:"2500"},
],
mbrStartingBitrate:3500000 , --OR-- mbrStartingIndex:2 ,
primaryToken:'<Token>' ,
startingBufferTime:'2.25' ,
subClip:{clipBegin:45, clipEnd:305} ,
}
}

Note: The baseUrl: http://efvod-hdnetwork.akamai.com.edgesuite.net/
entry is required (as formatted, and in the position noted), when incorporating the
mbrObject tag. Additionally, you can use either the mbrStartingBitrate or
mbrStartingIndex tags in the code, but not both.

HDS
You need to incorporate various tags to develop a player to exclusively distribute HDS (Adobe HTTP
Dynamic Streaming) format media.

Metadata Description Data
Format

addManifestQueryArgs
ToFragmentRequests

If included with its argument set to True, any query
arguments attached to the manifest request will be
added to all subsequent fragment requests. The
default argument for this tag is True.

Boolean

akamaiMediaAnalytics This allows for integration with the Sola Analytics
application.

This tag offers three name value pairs:

• beacon (Required) - Include this pair and set
its value to the URL to the analytic beacon
set up for your specific Media Analytics
configuration.

• swf (Optional) - This is an option field that
allows you to load a different version of the
analytics swf. This will be set to the latest
version by default (and only needs to be
changed in order to set an earlier version, if
applicable).

Object
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Metadata Description Data
Format

• data (Optional) - This is an array of custom
data that you can set on the analytics plugin.
Please reference the
AnalyticsPluginLoader.setData
method in the Sola Analytics Plug-in
Integration Guide for Adobe Flash Players -
OSMF for more information.

akamaiMediaData Use this tag to add a data object to the resource as
metadata

Object

akamaiMediaType Use this tag to specify the media type as resource
metadata. The argument should be one of the
following values:

• akamai-live-streaming

• akamai-ondemand-streaming

• akamai-progressive

• akamai-multi-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-single-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate

• akamai-hdn-adobe-http

• ignore

• unknown

Text String

disableSSLTransfer This property is included to modify the default AFP
behavior used when requesting media assets via
HTTPS. If included and set to True, the associated
manifest (and Media Encryption “key”, if applicable)
will be delivered via HTTPS, but the fragments and
bootstrap files will be delivered via HTTP. If included
and set to False (or left out), all stream assets will
be delivered via HTTPS. Additional details can be
found in Support for playback of AMD streams with
token authentication on page 24.

Boolean

enableAlternateServer
Mapping

This key enables/disables alternate server mapping
for HDN 1.0 or HDS content. Applicable arguments
for this tag include:

• True (enabled)

• False (disabled)

Boolean
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Metadata Description Data
Format

enableBestEffort Download This option enables the best effort reconnection logic
which would be triggered when fragment retries
exceed the permitted number of attempts, following
a download error for an HDS stream. Applicable
arguments for this option include:

• True (enabled)

• False (disabled)

Boolean

enableEndUserMapping This key enables/disables end user mapping for
HDN 1.0 or HDS content. Applicable arguments for
this tag include:

• True (enabled)

• False (disabled)

Boolean

enableLarge
BuffersForLong
FormContent

If included with its argument set to True, large buffer
targets of 60 seconds (for intermediate bitrates), and
300 seconds (for maximum bitrates) are used for
long form content, “Long form content” is defined as
any video on demand (VoD) stream with a total
duration longer than 10 minutes. The default
argument for this tag is True.

Boolean

enableLogString
OnFragments

A log string is usually appended to each fragment
request, allowing QoS statistics to be collected on
the server. If you are trying to cache the fragments
within a network, then you can turn off the als query
argument by including this tag and setting its
argument to False. The default argument for this
tag is True.

Boolean

fragmentRetryAttemptsFor
LostConnectivity

Include this key, and a desired numeric value to
define the number of times the class will retry a
fragment when all client connectivity has been lost.
Default = 60 (including this tag with no argument will
result in a default value of 60 attempts).

Numeric

genericNetStream
Property , 

This key is used to set a property on a NetStream.
The property will be applied just after creating the
NetStream, but before the play() method is called.
It will fail silently if the property does not exist on the
NetStream. Success or failure of this metadata key
will appear in the debug log. The value for this

Object

10 The nature of these tags dictates that either one or the other be used (that is use
“genericNetStreamProperty” when you only need to define a single property, and
“genericNetStreamProperties” to define multiple properties).

11 Available public properties for use with these tags can be found in the Akamai HDCore ASDocs.
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Metadata Description Data
Format

metadata key should be an object with the following
properties:

• propertyName:<String> - Define the
desired property for the NetStream instance
as the <String>.

• value:<true/false> - Included to enable/
disable the propertyName object. Set the
argument to either True or False.

genericNetStream
Properties 1, 2

Functions the same as the
“genericNetStreamProperty” tag that is described
above, except that it can be used to set multiple
properties. Include this tag, along with an array
consisting of the desired properties, using the format
shown below:

[{propertyName:’SOME PUBLIC
PROPERTY’, value:VALUE}, 
{propertyName: ‘SOME PUBLIC 
PROPERTY’, value:VALUE}, {etc.}]

Arrays
(using the
format
shown in
Description
)

liveBufferProfile Include this tag to change how the live buffer is
managed. Either of the following string values can
be set as the argument:

• livelowlatency

• livestable

String (see
available
entries in
Description
)

mbrStartingBitrate Use this key to specify the starting bitrate value for
multi-bitrate content, in kilobits per second. This tag
can't be used at the same time as the
mbrStartingIndex tag (that is you must use
either one or the other).

Numeric

mbrStartingIndex Use this key to specify the starting index for multi-
bitrate content. This tag can't be used at the same
time as the mbrStartingBitrate tag (that is you
must use either one or the other).

Numeric

minimumBitrateAllowed When switching multi-bitrate content in auto
switching mode, this property specifies the minimum
stream bitrate for the content (in kbps). This is a one
time setting that will trim the media items from the
manifest that have bitrates less than the
corresponding minimum index. These media items
will not be available thereafter in the currently loaded

Numeric
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Metadata Description Data
Format

stream. If setting this value along with the
maximumBitrateAllowed setting, ensure that the
value specified here is less than that value by at
least one index.

preloadDecryptionSWF A data swf file is typically downloaded from the
server and used for AES decryption purposes in the
case of encrypted streams. This metadata pair
allows you to specify whether the swf needs to be
loaded prior to starting stream playback. Applicable
arguments include the following:

• True - The decryption SWF is loaded prior to
stream play out.

• False - The decryption SWF is loaded when
it is time to process the fragment bytes.

Boolean

resumeDVRAtLive Using this metadata pair, the player can be
configured to either seek to the live point or move to
the trailing edge when it has fallen out of the DVR
window. This is also applicable within the safety
boundary of a NO DVR live stream. Applicable
arguments include:

• True - The playhead moves to the live point
on resume.

• False - The playhead moves to the trailing
edge of the window if out of bounds on
resume.

Boolean

subClip Use this tag to limit playback of a clip to a certain
time range within the clip. You can also limit just one
side of the clip by just setting the clipBegin or
clipEnd parameter and leaving the other
parameter in the object empty.

• clipBegin Include this parameter followed
by a numeric value to indicate the start point
for playback (in seconds).

• clipEnd - Include this parameter followed
by a numeric value to serve as the end point
for playback. The value input here serves as
the point from the actual start of the media
item, not its start time defined as the
clipBegin value. For example, if 20 was
set as the clipBegin and 100 was set as

Object
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Metadata Description Data
Format

the clipEnd, the media item would begin
playing at the 20 second point, and play
through until the 100 second point (for a
grand total of 80 seconds).

playerVerification
Challenge

This key specifies an f4m manifest player verification
server challenge and triggers the player verification
procedure (that is for use with Player Verification 2.0
security).

Text String

Code example (HDS)

The code that follows reflects an example of what could be added to the player code to incorporate the AFP,
in order to deliver HDS format media:

• Defining a Single Property (via “genericNetStreamProperty”):

plugins:
{
akamai:
{
url:'AkamaiFlowPlugin.swf' ,
addManifestQueryArgsToFragmentRequests: ‘true’ ,
akamaiMediaAnalytics: {
beacon: 'http://ma1-r.analytics.edgesuite.net/config/YOUR_URL.xml',
swf: 'http://79423.analytics.edgesuite.net/csma/plugin/csma.swf'
data: [{key:"abc", value:"123"}, {key:"foo", value:"bar"},
{key:"hello", value:"world"}]
} ,
akamaiMediaData: '<Data object added to the resource as metadata>' ,
akamaiMediaType:'akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate' ,
enableAlternateServerMapping:‘false’ ,
enableBestEffortDownload: ‘true’ ,
eanbleEndUserMapping:'true' ,

enableLargeBuffersForLongFormContent: ‘true’
enableLogStringOnFragments: ‘false’
fragmentRetryAttemptsForLostConnectivity:‘75’ ,
genericNetStreamProperty:
{
propertyName:'enableAlternateServerMapping' ,
value:true
}
liveBufferProfile:'livestable' ,
mbrStartingBitrate:3500000 , --OR-- mbrStartingIndex:2 ,

minimumBitrateAllowed: 1000 //default = -1

preloadDecryptionSWF:'False' ,
resumeDVRAtLive: 'False' ,
subClip:{clipBegin:45, clipEnd:305} ,
}
}
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• Defining Multiple Properties (via “genericNetStreamProperties”):

plugins:
{
akamai:
{
url:'AkamaiFlowPlugin.swf' ,
addManifestQueryArgsToFragmentRequests: ‘true’ ,
akamaiMediaAnalytics: {
beacon: 'http://ma1-r.analytics.edgesuite.net/config/YOUR_URL.xml',
swf: 'http://79423.analytics.edgesuite.net/csma/plugin/csma.swf'
data: [{key:"abc", value:"123"}, {key:"foo", value:"bar"},
{key:"hello", value:"world"}]
} ,
akamaiMediaData: '<Data object added to the resource as metadata>' ,
akamaiMediaType:'akamai-hdn-multi-bitrate' ,
enableAlternateServerMapping:‘false’ ,
eanbleEndUserMapping:'true' ,

enableLargeBuffersForLongFormContent: ‘true’
enableLogStringOnFragments: ‘false’
fragmentRetryAttemptsForLostConnectivity:‘75’ ,
genericNetStreamProperties:
[{propertyName:'<property name>' , value:<property value>} ,
{propertyName:‘<property name>’ , value:<property value>}] ,
liveBufferProfile:‘livestable’ ,
mbrStartingBitrate:3500000 , --OR-- mbrStartingIndex:2 ,

subClip:{clipBegin:45, clipEnd:305} ,
}
}
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You can use advanced features

We offer a selection of advanced feature that can be used with the Advanced Flowplayer Provider.

Support for Javascript handling of embedded cuepoints
Version 2.7 (and later) of the Advanced Flowplayer® Provider offers support for Javascript handling of
embedded cuepoints.

This is accomplished by incorporating the Flowplayer array streamCallbacks, and incorporating a
cuepoint handler:

streamCallbacks: [‘onFI’],
clip :
{
provider: ‘akamai’,
url: ‘http://<URL to manifest file> ,
onFI:function(<clip>, <info>)
{
console.log(“onFI ” + <info>);
}
},

Note: The streamCallbacks array can hold multiple cuepoint handlers (that is
additional entries from clip: through the closing “}” can be included, as revealed in
the example above).

Support for StageVideo
The Advanced Flowplayer® Provider version 3.3 (and later) offers support for Adobe Stage Video.

Note: Additional detail on Stage Video can be found on Adobe's website: http://
www.adobe.com/devnet/flashplayer/stagevideo.html.

This is accomplished by including the wmode: “direct” and accelerated: “true” values within the
player code, as revealed in the example that follows:

<script language="JavaScript">
var jp = $f
(
"player",
{
src: "flowplayer-v3.2.16.swf",
wmode: "direct"

},
{
debug : true,
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clip :
{
live:false,
provider: 'akamai',
autoPlay: false,
stopLiveOnPause:false,
accelerated: true,

url:'http://<path>/manifest.f4m'
},
plugins:
{
…
…
…
}
}
);
</script>

Note: Once implemented, this functionality allows for silent fall back to the video object
if your system does not support it. Therefore, it is recommended that you implement
these values within all of your players in order to ensure support for StageVideo.

Fix for video alignment issues (when another OSMF plugin is loaded)
If another OSMF plugin is loaded along with the Advanced Flowplayer Provider (for example, the Media
Analytics plugin), you may notice video alignment issues. At the time of clip load, StageVideo is resized, and
this may not work well with the other OSMF plugin.

Version 3.11 of the AFP addresses this issue by ensuring that any re-sizing happens seamlessly, out of
sight, before start of rendering in StageVideo or non-accelerated mode. (Use of StageVideo is always
recommended with the AFP).

Therefore, it is recommended that you obtain and implement version 3.11 (or later) of the AFP in your
environment.

Support for transition to live archive
Version 3.7 (and later) of the AFP introduces the ability to switch from a live DVR stream to the live archive
stream such that playback continuity is maintained.

This can be very useful in cases in which the player is playing behind the live point inside the DVR window.
If the stream ends in this scenario and the stream is configured with Akamai for archived playback, the
Flowplayer provider will attempt to connect to the live archive stream in a periodic fashion every 10 seconds.
This attempt will continue until the live stream has been backed up to storage and is available as a live
archive stream. This can take anywhere from a few seconds to approximately two minutes.

Once the connection to the live archive HDS manifest is successful, playback will resume from the same
point in time that end of segment (EOS) was encountered within the live stream. This ensures viewers will
be able to play to the end of the media, while at the same time be able to seek back inside the DVR window
to get VoD type playback following the end of live stream.
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Example set up
The example that follows demonstrates the use of the switchLiveToLiveArchive feature in an HDS
Flowplayer set up:

lip: {
baseUrl:”<base url>“
}
plugins: {
akamai: {
url: “AkamaiAdvancedFlowPlayerProvider.swf”,
//, primaryToken:'1336218178_ee70588889d6e859ff-cd58c49c3872'
// tokenService:{url:escaped(token generation url here)'}
//<----------------- HDS CONFIG TAGS ------------------>
//, addManifestQueryArgsToFragmentRequests:false
//, enableLogStringOnFragments:false
//, enableLargeBuffersForLongFormContent:false
//, preloadDecryptionSWF:true
//, fragmentRetryAttemptsForLostConnectivity:120
//, liveBufferProfile:'livelowlatency' // OR 'livestable'
//, resumeDVRAtLive:false

 
switchLiveToLiveArchive:false

//, minimumBitrateAllowed:1000 // default = -1
}
}
}

Support for playback of AMD streams with token authentication
The AFP has been generally known to work for AMD Video on Demand (VoD) streams, though it was not an
officially supported format.

Beginning with version 3.10, AMD VoD HDS format is supported standalone, as well as with Token
Authentication (TA) protection enabled via the Akamai Media Security Policy tool.

This approach is implicit, the provider will automatically detect that a target stream is in AMD VoD format
(with or without TA enabled). No specific option or arguments are needed to incorporate support.

Important: AMD Live HDS streams aren't yet supported. Support is currently
restricted to VoD streams. Please contact your Akamai Representative for any other
questions regarding the use of the provider for AMD streams.

Support for HTTPS HDS streams via AFP
Version 3.11 of the AFP enables a full HTTPS workflow for player deployments over HTTPS. This includes
both HTTPS based HDS streams, as well as loading the Media Analytics plugin over HTTPS if present in the
player configuration.

In previous versions, playing an HTTPS HDS stream would load the manifest and key (if applicable) over
HTTPS, but load the bootstraps and fragments over HTTP. This behavior could be modified by adding the
enableSSLTransfer property to your AFP configuration.
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With version 3.11, all stream assets in the session are loaded over HTTPS by default. This includes the
aforementioned fragments and bootstrap files. If, for any reason this behavior needs to be modified for your
environment, the player can set the

disableSSLTransfer property to true in the AFP configuration. Additional details on this property are
available in the API documentation for HDCore.

The Akamai Plugin JavaScript API
Version 2.9 (and later) of the Advanced Flowplayer® Provider offers a JavaScript-based API for use.

The sections that follow document the various methods available for use with the API.

Calling the API
The example that follows represents the call syntax that must preface every method when making a call to
the API:

$f(0).getPlugin(“akamai”).<method>

Available methods
Each of the methods described in the table that follows can be used within an API call. They are formatted
as the <method> variable revealed (as shown in the previous section, Calling the API).

Method Description
getCurrentDynamic StreamIndex():int Returns an integer value that represents the current

MBR index of the stream.
getMaxAllowedDynamic
StreamIndex():int

Returns the number of available indices that exist in
the MBR profile. This is used to determine when you
have switched to the highest stream available.

isStreamSwitchIn Process():Boolean Returns the switching status of the stream (that is, is
the stream currently switching). You can't call for
another switch while a switch is in process - it will be
ignored.

maximumBitrateAllowed
(bitrate:Number):void

When switching multi-bitrate content in auto
switching mode, this property specifies the maximum
stream bitrate at which the class is allowed to play
(in Kbps). Even if the class finds a very high
estimated bandwidth, it will only allow itself to play
the highest rendition which is &lt;=<this
value>. If you set this property to a value lower
than what is currently playing, the class will switch
down to satisfy this requirement. If you set it to a
value that is lower than the lowest bitrate, it will still
play that lowest bitrate.

A good use-case would be to limit the playback of a
three Mbps rendition to full-screen only. Let's
imagine the next highest rendition is at two Mbps. So
in normal playback mode, before calling the play()
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Method Description

method, we could set maximumBitrateAllowed
to 2500. This will force at most the two mbps stream
to play in stage mode.

maximumBitrateAllowed
(bitrate:Number):void
(cont.)

As the user selects full-screen, we could then set
maximumBitrateAllowed to 3500. This would
enable the class to switch up to the three Mbps
rendition (assuming the user has bandwidth and is
not dropping frames). As the user exits full-screen,
we would again set maximumBitrateAllowed
back to 2500, which would force the class to switch
down to the two mbps stream.

maxAllowedIndex (index:int):void Same concept as maximumBitrateAllowed but
using the index number rather than the bitrate value

setManualSwitchingMode
(value:Boolean):void

Toggles the NetStream into and out of manual
switching mode. Set the “Boolean” variable to “true”
to enable manual switching.

setNetStreamProperty (name:String,
value:*):void

Allows you to specify a public NetStream property or
value for inclusion on the NetStream (that is defined
as the <String> and <value> variables). Available
public properties for use can be found in the Akamai 
HDCore ASDocs.

When searching this documentation, search for the
following classes, based on your desired media
format:

• HDS - “ZStream”

• HDN 1.0 - “HDNetStream”

• RTMP - “AkamaiDynamicNetStream” and
“AkamaiNetStream”

switchStreamIndex(index:int):void Works in conjunction with the
setManualSwitchingMode method (that is this
method must be incorporated with its Boolean
variable set to “true” in order to put the player in
“Manual” switching mode). When implemented, this
will cause the stream to switch to the current index.
The following are helper methods for manual mode
stream switching:

• getMaxAllowedDynamicStreamIndex

• getCurrentDynamicStreamIndex

• isStreamSwitchInProcess
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Notice

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s Intelligent Edge
Platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be
fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage
through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions,
apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio
of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported
by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands
trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global
contact information at www.akamai.com/locations.

Akamai is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the United States with operations in more than 57
offices around the world. Our services and renowned customer care are designed to enable businesses to
provide an unparalleled Internet experience for their customers worldwide. Addresses, phone numbers, and
contact information for all locations are listed on www.akamai.com/locations.

© 2021 Akamai Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without the written permission of Akamai Technologies, Inc. While precaution has been taken in the
preparation of this document, Akamai Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
for damages resulting from the use of the information herein. The information in this document is subject to
change without notice. Without limitation of the foregoing, if this document discusses a product or feature in
beta or limited availability, such information is provided with no representation or guarantee as to the matters
discussed, as such products/features may have bugs or other issues.

Akamai and the Akamai wave logo are registered trademarks or service marks in the United States (Reg.
U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off). Akamai Intelligent Edge Platform is a trademark in the United States. Products or
corporate names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies and are used only for
explanation and to the owner's benefit, without intent to infringe.

Published 9/2021
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